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Why are farmers in the Netherlands angry? | Inside Story
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Netherlands is currently in an uproar over the government's decision to reduce the number of

livestock by 30% in an effort to halve its nitrogen and ammonia pollution by 2030.  As a result of

this "green" policy, many farmers will be driven out of business.  As with current energy shortages,

the resulting reductions in farming are said to be an "unavoidable" part of the Green Agenda to

improve air, soil and water quality.

The Dutch government has even appointed a new Minister of Nature and Nitrogen to oversee the

climate goals.  Provincial authorities now have one year to work out how they're going to meet the

emission reduction targets.

In a public statement about the new emissions targets, the Dutch government admitted that "The

honest message … is that not all farmers can continue their business."  Those who do continue will

have to come up with creative solutions to meet the new emissions restrictions.

How Do Cows Contribute to Nitrogen and Ammonia Pollution?

Cattle are fed nitrogen in the form of crude protein. While protein is an essential nutrient for cows,

nitrogen is not eLciently broken down by cattle, so a lot of it is excreted in the urine and feces as

urea. When urine and feces get mixed together, the urea is converted into ammonia.

Since the amount of ammonia produced is related to the crude protein the animals are fed, one

suggested way to lower the ammonia is to reduce the amount of crude protein in the animals' diet.

(Other factors such as season also impact ammonia production, but farmers have no control over

that.)

A potential problem with that idea is that cattle have protein requirements just like humans do. It's

particularly crucial for healthy development, muscle growth and lactation. As noted in a 2009

paper  by Jane Parish, a beef cattle specialist in Mississippi, "Providing adequate protein in beef

cattle diets is important for animal health and productivity as well as ranch proUtability."

Responsible farmers give their cattle just the right amount, so cutting crude protein could impact

both the animals' health and farm productivity. If they don't cut crude protein, they'll have to

downsize their herds, and if smaller herds aren't Unancially feasible, they'll have to shut down

altogether. Needless to say, many are outraged, as skyrocketing fertilizer and feed costs have

already cut proUts for farmers and raised prices for consumers.

Curious Timing

As noted in a July 1, 2022, report by Peter Imanuelsen, an independent journalist in Sweden, the

timing of this brazen attack on cattle farmers is a curious one, and one that can only really be

explained as an intentional strategy to force us into The Great Reset by manufacturing a food

crisis:

"We will likely see even more expensive food next year, and unfortunately probably famines

in some parts of the world. So, what do the genius politicians in Europe do? They want to

shut down farms because of climate change of course! That will surely help! The cows are

farting too much!

That's not a joke by the way. In New Zealand, they want to implement a tax on cow farts and

burps! I really don't get this. We are facing a food crisis and they want to shut down farms

in the name of climate change? I guess they really want you to eat the bugs and be happy.

They are working on making meat so expensive that the common people won't be able to

afford it. Are you enjoying The Great Reset?"

In response to the new nitrogen and ammonia restrictions, an estimated 40,000 Dutch farmers have

gathered in protest, arguing the attack on farming is irrational and unfair, as other industries

responsible for far greater amounts of pollution — such as transport, construction and aviation —

aren't facing the same restrictions.

They've blocked a number of highways with tractors and even sprayed manure on the town hall in

Lochem.  Local police have reportedly responded by shooting at some of the farmers. Jimmy Dore

reviews the situation in the video above.

What's Wrong With Nitrogen?

As explained by Plant Based News,  nitrogen makes up about 78% of the earth's atmosphere and is

essential for life. However, in excess, and in the wrong areas, it can damage the ecosystem.

Nitrogen runoff from concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) and farms using synthetic

pesticides and fertilizers can leach into and contaminate water supplies.

Nitrogen runoff can also cause algae blooms when it enters lakes or oceans. This depletes the

water of oxygen and creates dead zones where no aquatic life can be sustained. This is why I've

long advocated against CAFOs and conventional industrial farms that rely on chemicals to grow

food.

That doesn't mean livestock are a blight on the eco system, however. Quite the contrary. Livestock

raised in accordance with regenerative agriculture principles will heal and massively improve soil

quality and help stabilize the climate. So, it's not cows per se that are the problem. It's the

industrialization of cattle ranching that causes it to have a negative impact. The answer, then, is not

to eliminate meat production. The answer is to transition into a regenerative system.

Since the transition can take a few years, during which proUts may be marginal or absent, many

farmers hesitate to take this step on their own. Government could facilitate the transition by

subsidizing farmers that make the switch, but none have opted to do so. Why? Could it be because

regenerative farming is the converse of what The Great Reset is all about?

Dutch Climate Rules Will Cut Meat Availability Across EU

In 2019, the highest administrative court in The Netherlands, the Council of State, ruled the Dutch

government was in breach of European Union law that called for stark cuts in nitrogen emissions.

Following that ruling, some 18,000 infrastructure projects were abandoned in an attempt to meet

the EU restrictions. The Dutch government also lowered the maximum daytime speed limit on

highways to 100 kilometers an hour (61 mph). All of that still wasn't enough though, so now the

Finance and Agriculture Ministry wants to reduce the number of livestock by 30%.

The Netherlands has a signiUcant number of farmers. In any given year, they raise some 4 million

beef cattle alone. But reducing the number of cattle by 30% will not only have ramiUcations for the

Dutch, but all of the EU, because The Netherlands is the largest meat exporter in the EU.

“ While the notion of a pollution-free world is an
attractive one, ultimately, the Green Agenda isn't
about the environment — it's about creating a
control system in which the world's resources are
owned by the richest of the rich, while the rest of
the population is controlled through the allocation
of those resources, and that includes the allocation
of food.”

In September 2021, Rudi Buis, a spokesperson for the Dutch agriculture ministry, told The

Guardian:

"We are a relatively small country with a lot of inhabitants, industry, transport and

agriculture, so we are reaching the limits of what nature can take. There is a high level of

urgency for us to tackle the nitrogen compounds problem. This means that in the near

future, choices must be made."

Apparently, the option they've chosen is starvation and nutritional deUciencies for all. The saddest

part of it is that eliminating meat production is not going to have the fabulous impact they say it will

have. It's a fraudulent greenwashing enterprise that will destroy humanity instead.

While the notion of a pollution-free world is an attractive one, ultimately, the Green Agenda isn't

about the environment — it's about creating a control system in which the world's resources are

owned by the richest of the rich, while the rest of the population is controlled through the allocation

of those resources, and that includes the allocation of food.

The Global Food Reset Foretold by the Rockefeller Foundation

While looming food shortages are now blamed on climate change and the Russia-Ukraine conhict,

the Rockefeller Foundation discussed coming food shortages as an inevitability back in July 2020,

and called for a revamping of the food system to address it. Seeing how true prophets are few and

far in between these days, it seems more reasonable to suspect that paper was delineating a

known, intentional plan.

The document in question, titled "Reset the Table: Meeting the Moment to Transform the U.S. Food

System,"  was published July 28, 2020. It describes how the COVID pandemic had caused "a

hunger and nutrition crisis" in the U.S. "unlike any this country has seen in generations."

Mind you, COVID was declared a pandemic March 11, 2020, so by the time this Rockefeller report

was published, the pandemic had only existed for four months, and while certain high-risk groups

did experience food insecurity, such as children whose primary meal is a school lunch, widespread

food shortages, in terms of empty shelves, were not widely prevalent or particularly severe in the

U.S.

The title itself is also revealing, as it's a clear play on The Great Reset, which was oLcially

announced by the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the Prince of Wales in early June 2020.  The

title alone tells us that the Rockefeller Foundation's call for a food system reset is part and parcel of

the WEF's Great Reset. Many of the contributors to the Foundation's paper are WEF members, which

further strengthens this connection.

In the foreword,  Rockefeller Foundation president Dr. Rajiv Shah also stresses that "a

comprehensive playbook" to address the food system will also need to address other issues, "such

as living wages, housing and transportation," and that "all of us" — meaning the self-proclaimed

designers of the future — "need to write that playbook together over the coming year." What better

way to predict the future than to actually create it?

All of those things — wages, housing and transportation — are all facets that will undergo dramatic

revision under The Great Reset's Fourth Industrial Revolution, as artiUcial intelligence, robotics,

surveillance, social engineering and transhumanism (the merger of man with machine) take over.

Summary Take-Home of 'Reset the Table'

In summary, "Reset the Table" describes how they intend to seize control of the food supply and the

supply chain under the guise of "equity," "fairness" and "environmental protection." As noted by

ThreadsIrish on Substack:

"The document is very much framed in the Hegelian dialectic of problem, reaction, solution.

Here is the problem that they have created (COVID) and now they want to implement the

solution (Transforming the global food supply). Naturally this is all ties into lands being

destroyed, climate change and trying to move people back into smart cities (Page 5).

Surprise, surprise."

One key to this enterprise is data collection. They want to collect data on everyone's spending and

eating habits, and to facilitate that data collection, they want to shift everything into an online

environment, including education, medicine and the buying of food.

Another key to success is "changes to policies, practices and norms." The goal is to centralize

control of the food supply into a single executive oLce, which is right in line with the idea of a "one

world government." As WEF member Henry Kissinger once said, "Who controls the food supply

controls the people; who controls the energy can control whole continents; who controls money can

control the world."

From Beef to Crickets

Getting back to the issue of Dutch beef production being strangled, the reason global leaders seem

so unconcerned with dwindling meat production is probably because they don't want us to eat

meat. They intend for us to eat lab grown synthetic meat that can be patented, and insects,  which

can easily and inexpensively be produced in mass quantities using very little land.

As noted in a July 2021 WEF article titled, "Why We Need to Give Insects the Role They Deserve in

Our Food Systems,"  insects are "a credible and eLcient alternative protein source requiring fewer

resources than conventional breeding," and "a healthy ingredient" that is highly digestible and

particularly suitable for senior nutrition.

Insect farming also requires few natural resources, such as water, and could reduce agricultural

pollution by nearly 99%. The article points out that the last barrier to making insect burgers the

norm is "preconceived ideas about insects as a source of food and legislation with regard to the

use and consumption of proteins derived from insects."

There are indications that "Reset the Table" is promoting a diet of insects as well, because while it

stresses the need for a "healthy diet" and "sustainable agriculture," the words "organic" and "grass

fed" do not appear a single time, and the word "natural" is only used in reference to "natural

disasters."

In other words, their versions of "healthy diet" and "sustainable agriculture" do not include what we

know are basic criteria for a healthy, nutritious, sustainable and regenerative food supply. The

Foundation's call for changes to "policies, practices and norms" also indicates that the diet they're

talking about involves something that is outside the norm.

Both lab-grown meat and insects are outside the norm of what most people are willing to put in

their mouth, and thus policies about what constitutes "food" need to be changed, as do food

production practices and social norms about what's acceptable to eat and what's not.

Scientists Question Safety of Lab-Grown Meat

While venture capitalists see lab-grown meat alternatives as the cash cow of the future, many

scientists are leery. In mid-June 2022, the Center for Food Safety (CFS) held a webinar in which a

panel of experts addressed a number of questions surrounding lab-grown meats, including safety

and regulatory issues.

One of the panelists was Michael Hansen, Ph.D., a senior staff scientist with Consumer Reports. He

raised concerns about cell-cultured meats, where biopsied cells from an animal are grown in fetal

bovine blood (extracted from a live, aborted baby calf).

His main concern revolves around the use of manipulated DNA segments, as that could have

unforeseen consequences, but he pointed out that we also have no data on the nutritional

composition of this kind of meat. As reported by The Defender:

"According to Hansen, the piece of Sesh biopsied from the animal is an undifferentiated

stem cell. The products use bio-engineered proteins in a nutrient solution to induce the

cells to differentiate into muscle for meat. This is done in bio-reactor vats similar to those

used to make beer.

While scientiUc papers have covered topics related to cell-cultured meat, Hansen said,

none has actually analyzed the nutritional characteristics of the Unished product, and

academics have not received samples. This implies 'problems behind the scenes,' Hansen

said, adding, 'I doubt this technology will work.'"

Tom Neltner, chemicals policy director at the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), was also part of

the panel. Neltner noted that while sustainable protein sources are needed, lab-grown meats will be

proprietary, meaning the full ingredients list and how they're made is a trade secret, so "We won't

know their effect or what they are." The Defender added:

"The concept of proprietary foodstuffs ... led the panelists to address the regulation of cell-

cultured meat and the role of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which one

panelist called a 'captured' agency.

Neltner said he worried cell-cultured meat could be ushered into the food supply under the

FDA's Generally Recognized As Safe program. Under the program, a company simply tells

the FDA its product is safe, based on the company's own documentation, and bypasses the

public comment process.'

Neltner, whose primary focus at the EDF is food additive safety, said he preferred

companies be required to submit to the FDA a 'food additive petition,' which includes a 'right

to challenge.'

Panelists also raised concerns about the effects novel ingredients may have on aspects of

the human microbiome. Hansen pointed out that 10 years ago, we could not culture and

study microbiome components. But now we can, and it's important that we know these

effects.

For example, Hansen said, it is now known that the genome and genes themselves can be

affected by epigenetic changes without even touching the DNA ...
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Hansen said biopsied cells of an animal used in cell-cultured meat do not contain the

immunity actions from the animal's immune system, which could leave bio-reactor vats

susceptible to bacteria like salmonella, fungi and worse unless antibiotics are used. Cell-

cultured meat producers claim they may not have to add antibiotics, although even alcohol

distillers have to add them to their vats, Hansen said."

Prepare for Food Shortages

Everything now points to food shortages and famine becoming a reality in many parts of the world,

including the U.S. and Europe.  As yet, stores are still fairly well stocked with essentials, but that

will change come winter and into 2023. This means you may only have another six months or so to

stock up.

This past Monday, I published an article with suggestions for how to prepare. That article, "Get

Prepared With Shelf-Stable Foods," will be made available for free on Substack, so if you missed it,

you can review it now.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,827 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Gerritje1
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I'm Dutch, so know the situation a little bit. That lady Oerlemans in the video really gets on my nerves. She is an environment activist.

Those activist are a pest. I care about nature, but they always use the wrong numbers and models. You can put her in the group of Al

Gore. She's lying. In the real data farmers as polluters are at place 19 or something, not even in the top ten. This problem is not about

Nitrogen, it's about the Great Reset. odysee.com/@Viruswaarheid:2/Willem-en-Jeroen-bij-de-Corona-Ausschuss-S..
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Al Gore stated that he grew up on a farm and was 5 years old before he knew what work was because he considered his work to

be play. What this tells you is that he had a pampered childhood. Most farm kids know what work is well before 5 years of age

and it is not all play.
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rrealrose
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Gerritje - Thanks for your other link - Indeed, where did concerns over environmental nitrogen and ammonia even come from?

Ground water run-off: www.ewg.org/news-insights/news/farm-nitrogen-pollution-damage-estimate..  . Am certain better control

of amounts being applied plus containing more Ueld run-off can be implemented. Instead, the heavy hand, "the boot" is being

placed on the neck of farmers, and politicized environmental farming decree makes no sense, appears instead they are intent

on creating food shortages and havoc all over the EU.  Reset indeed. BTW, if you listen to Willem Engel discussing the lack of

science and the lack of a nitrogen issue behind these decisions, apparently the real reason for this program is to conUscate

farmers' lands to build holding areas, camps for asylum seekers!! (this is discussed about 15 minutes in). INVERSION OF

SCIENCE ALONG WITH Politicising a land-grab? AGENDA 2030 is the goal - Have fun with this one!
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Everything that's transpiring currently, is about the Great Reset!
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There are those working towards solutions - " We like to think of ourselves as A PETRI DISH THE SIZE OF MANHATTAN" Sandy

Arrow Ranch, MT.  www.sandyarrowranch.com
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Gerritje1  thanks for the great link that lays bare The Globalists rank hypocrisy and false premises over the nitrogen scam. In

this interview Thierry Baudet questions whether there will be suLcient resolve by Dutch citizens to push back against this

agenda. www.theepochtimes.com/manufactured-food-crisis-elites-great-reset-plan..  Going on two years ago when I was last in

Holland everyone I knew was clueless about the WEF. Finally they are realizing the enemy within the gates. Resist, Resist, today

still Ughting the same enemy as did their ancestors during WWII.
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Glad to hear your thoughts. It is all a scam. Obsessing on too many cow farts. Sheesh. Some people have either too much time

on their hands, or they really are insecure. They need to get a real cause to rally behind!
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They want the farmer's land Gerritje!, and the talk of eating bugs is all a ploy to sell fake meat in the long run.
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Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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rose - You nailed it. They're placing the blame on farmers who are only doing what they've been told by the globalists at

universities and NGO's as the best way to farm. Of course, farming this way means being locked into the globalist system which

takes a big chunk of our food budget. The real solution is regenerative farming.

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/whats-happening-in-the-netherlands  -

secularheretic.substack.com/.../netherlands-picnic-food-facility
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SmallerGovNow
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Funny, "we must reduce nitrogen". Bonus question, how much nitrogen is in the atmosphere? The atmosphere is 78% NITROGEN! FACT

CHECKED... TRUE
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Right on.  Anyone certiUed to SCUBA (dive) knows that - and this is nothing but MORE lies and malarkey. They want people

AFRAID of the air that they breathe! FEAR FEAR FEAR FEAR!! - SCUBA breathing gas has a normal concentration of gasses,

(19.5 percent air, 78 percent nitrogen, C02 and traces of other gasses). The ONLY time NITROGEN is a problem is if you ascend

too rapidly. The nitrogen bubbles NORMALLY in your blood expand, (Boyles Law) and if not released you can get decompression

sickness (the bends). Please people (and I know that anyone following Dr. Mercola knows this) STOP listening to the ones who

want to eliminate humanity (except themselves). When they speak, it is from the great deceiver, - Old Hob, Beelzebub, SATAN.   I

ride with JC and its ALL good!!. The devil and his minions can go back and burn in the hell they came from.    God bless.
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If we eat bugs, will we stop sexual reproduction and revert to parthenogenesis like the ants, bees, and wasp do?
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while true that air is mostly n2, excess nitrogen in water is a concern as the article describes. it is a pollutant at high levels, but

it can be controlled and utilized. in this case, it does sound like enviro risks are again being far overblown for some

economic-political scheme.
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Please pass the pollen. :-(
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While ridiculing the Chinese wet markets high on the WEF Menu for the 99% - bugs, mealworms, lab slime. Meanwhile, they most likely

sit down to a dinner of choice cuts of massaged beef & organic fare. The toxic emissions needing to be not reduced but eliminated,

are the farts coming out the mouths of the WEF, Builderburgs, Rockefeller Foundation, Gates & too many disconnected from Creation.

Their obsession for Iron Fist Control over all is the biggest toxin to everything from soup to nuts. Under Creations direction millions of

Bison, cows, horses, elephants, gnu's, zebras & more across our Garden have been the solution for problems that never were, until they

were artiUcially created by manipulators.

They mostly exist as the results of a narcissistic few continuedly concentrating more into Industrial Factory operations so they can

pursue the delusion they are Gods controlling those things inUnitely larger than they are. Properly grown livestock is the solution & it is

Toxic Soaked CAFO meats or foods not Ut for human consumption. The soil, water, air, and microbes killing Massive Industrial Scale

methods for growing plant sources just as toxic for humans are left intact. You're only fooling yourself if you can't make the

connection, nothing much changes because if you pursue fake meat or veggie burgers, or plant-based diet coming from Chemical

Farms, you have become the Factory Cow. Now we can Burp, Fart the residue of Para$itic Predator$ continuing the Legacy of

Rockefeller Oil/Chem/fFinancial systems.
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answer: biodynamic victory gardens. dont buy irresponsible industry products. own your own land, defend it from governmental

theft (with responsible local govt, law, and order), and build the soil. when the dollar crashes (and it is occurring), your enriched

soil will be golden.
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Yuppers! Watch out for those farting cows! What about morbidly obese farting humans? With the garbage that they stuff into

their gob all day long, I don't even want to think about what gases they are propelling from their anal oriUce!
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Amen!!! And God Bless! WE ride with JC!  He's our BUDDY CHRIST!
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Farmers and ranchers do need to take a closer look at their operations. They can always learn new ideas and not just do it because his

daddy did it and he did it because his daddy did it.That is a common mentality in the traditional farming/ranching community. And the

green agenda will use this stale mentality to beat them to death with it unfortunately. I am a truly organic, regenerative, completely

grass fed/Unished operation.My animals are free range and have been selectively bred to Unish on grass and grass only as nature

intended. Farmers are feeding animals in an unhealthy and unnatural manner believing they can "cheat" nature and speed up the

process while making the maximum proUt.Sadly this is a lose lose situation.

For the farming community and nature. Traditional farmers need it to be drilled into them that they CAN survive this if they

adapt.Change genetics to heritage thrifty breeds that may not be these disgusting behemoth giants but they Unish and marble on

grass.They are healthy with a fraction of the health issues.No need for artiUUal steroids,hormones, antibiotics ect.No excess

phosphates and artiUcial fertilizers hooding into waterways and riparian areas(less blue green alagae blooms)They have good feet

and easy temperaments to work with.They naturally fertilize the ground they graze on.No need for applications of sodium laden

artiUcial fertilizer.They may take a month or 2 longer to Unish and the carcass weight is less.

But mainly less unhealthy grain Unished fat that gets cut away anyways.BUT they can command a better price for their beef with less

overhead costs.So it evens out and everyone is healthier and happier for it. Pigs,chickens,sheep can and should be raised in the same

manner.We have convinced ourselves we know better or can cheat nature.Very arrogant beliefs and mindset.We need to put ourselves

back into the circle of life as creatures that need to work with the environment not against.Farmers need to be targeted and shown
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Humanity has practiced crop rotations and regenerative practices for millennia until the government subsidized farmers into

industrial agriculture that is known to be deadly to humanity on aspects of poor nutrition as well as to the environment. We the

people have known this for decades and have been Ughting against CAFOS and industrial agriculture for decades, yet now we

have one year to kill off animals in the name of the environment is outrageous, if not criminal in the light of what we know is

best for the planet what we did for millennia! Regenerative farming is what we know. Just like health is not important in

healthcare, food is not important in agriculture, but money is!
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Where's the photo of Schwab's Young Leaders collective - now rather ancient types, such as Trudeau - sitting around a table dining on

platters of bugs, worms, and other "edibles" destined for the "masses"? Where's a photo of Schwab, Soros, Gates, and other useless

eaters dining on the same fare?  When self-styled elites are seen regularly feasting on platters of hapless bugs, worms, spiders, etc.,

[all of which probably have souls], then the masses may lift a fork to follow. Until then, demand that these idiots Urst consume what

they plan to prescribe for others.
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let them eat [caterpillars, roaches, crickets, worms].
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This is another variation of a take from the movie Idiocracy. ''a popular soft drink is used to water plants'' Nothing will grow & no one

knows why. It was said ''the soft drink contains what plants crave''. The 2 intelligent ppl left on the planet suggested hydrate plants

with water. OH that raised an uproar, stock dropped. etc... In this Netherlands story, they appear to think the similar. Legislation, laws,

another layer of government & corporate chemical Uxes will correct the ''cows hatulence & urinating will Ux the problem? Maybe some

one should pass a law that mandated farm animals be feed real food & return them to some natural environmental exposures.
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Guess I am on the side of reducing cattle and meat production. I think most Americans eat twice as much protein as they need. I think

the reductions in meat production should be reduction in the quantity of livestock on large factory farms and promote smaller

responsible environmentally friendly farms. If everyone getting too much protein would reduce the amount of meat they eat to provide

50 to 75% of their daily requirement of protein and get the rest of their daily requirement from less perfect plant sources, I think the

health of people would improve. If people would eat a more responsible amount of meat, I think meat prices would not skyrocket and

not increasingly become unaffordable to the poor. I have driven by factory farm feedlots and knowing those cattle are eating and

fattening up on seed grains full of harmful Omega-6's are not a good source of protein.

I also know the crowded conditions on those factory farms requires lots of antibiotics enriched seed grains to control and keep

disease from overtaking the herd on their way to market. The stink on factory farms is overwhelming and inhumane both to the

animals and the workers. I think eating much less meat that is much higher quality is far better to human health than what is currently

done. I also think most of those who eat too much protein get too many calories in their diet and if the reduction in meat consumption

results in a reduction in calories, we would all be more healthy.
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billstri, why are you promoting "sides". Don't you think people are divided enough? How about you do what you want in all things

and I will do whatever I choose for myself? Unless you think I should tell you to eat a lot more meat as you are telling people to

eat less.
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I used to swim TONS of laps weekly. Was great for strength and body image, but that also came with the cost of eating 4 plates

of food at supper, all meat laden. I liked it. And I still like it. As an aside, you could raise yourself a few chickens for eating, no

antibiotics. We have done it. It is not as fun as it sounds. And really, who are you to tell me what to eat? Also, health is so

dependent on physical exercise, period. Rant over
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Most of these situations are created by brainwashed activist. 99.999% of all of this green baloney bull $h!t starts in the public school

classrooms around the age of 9 or 10. The teachers start dropping the "E" and "P" words (environment & pollution). They permanently

burn into their brains that we are destroying the planet and place guilt on anyone who eats meat. I grew up around farms. There were a

lot of cattle farmers near me and I never heard a single cow belch or fart. Maybe that was because they were GRASS FED! Even crazier,

we would often swim in the ponds the cattle used. There was never any "green algae plumes".

The beef from these farms was wonderful and sustainable. A couple of the farmers even would SWAP their farms from year to year.

We had 2 farmers with comparable sized farms of around 1200 acres. One was a cattle farmer and the other was a produce farmer.

Every 3 or 4 years they would swap out. The cattle farmer would coral his cattle and drive them to the other farmer's land and the

produce farmer would take his farming equipment over to the cattle farmer and usually grow something like soybeans. Some years

they did 50/50. It helped that they were cousins. It was a world of perfect harmony.

None of these people had educations. Most dropped out of school by Junior High to WORK ON THE FARM! Now, thanks to public

school brainwashing, none of the kids today will even consider farming as a way of life. WHY WOULD THEY? For the past 20+ years the

public schools have brainwashed them into CLIMATE ACTIVIST that not only hate meat and farming, but hate their own parents that

promoted that way of life! I see no end in sight except for a revolution and/or insurrection. It's already happening in places like Sri

Lanka. This is what a real insurrection looks like: www.bing.com/videos/search?q=inssurection+Siri+Lanka&&view=det..  It's coming

to the USA.
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I have always found it interesting that our water and air (except for chemtrails) are much cleaner than they were on the Urst

Earth Day. Yet the propaganda screams we are killing the planet! What a load of manure.
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Here's a perfect example of my rant today: www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/gods-will-or-ecological-disaster-mexico-take..

 Climate Activist in Mexico are shutting down the Mennonites! You can't make this up! They are going after minimalist like the

Mennonites, that just want to be left alone to worship Jesus Christ and live off the land. The woman, Cassandra Garrison, that

did this shameful story on the Mennonites is an ARTS MAJOR, with a minor in Spanish and POLITICAL SCIENCE! In other words,

SHE'S CLUELESS!
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You are right on. Thx for postulating on the farming subject. Honestly, I love our adult children to pieces, but if they came home

with some of the nonsense that is taught in public school and college, I would politely say, "I stand on principle; you will not talk

about such things in this house." I am serious. That kind of attitude, "I will not talk to you if you voted for Trump or let you see

our kids" will not go over with me. Fortunately, I homeschooled our kids, and one did go to a Christian college and got a BSN in

nursing. Cost us A LOT. I am not pro college anymore. And I am saying this from the perspective of being married to a man with

a Bachelor's degree in microbiology!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An organic shift should have started 50 yrs ago; those practices, fertilizers and amendments would be cheap and available

today...Chemical industries and shithead universities had their season, now it's cold turkey.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Captn Randall, please listen to the link to the latest Corona Committee investigation that gerritje1 posted above. William Engel

discusses the lack of real science and the lack of a nitrogen issue, then goes into the possible real reasons for this move. It ain't

farming, it appears a land-grab by the govt- - - -..."This problem is not about Nitrogen, it's about the Great Reset.

odysee.com/@Viruswaarheid:2/Willem-en-Jeroen-bij-de-Corona-Ausschuss-S..  - (this discussion is in ENGLISH.)
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Rrrrreal....The Chemicals been consolidating farmlands since Nixon, now the global agendas are in play. I watched the

environment decline, now I smell a hot-wok. The rest is too dark.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hot wok? The Dutch DO NOT HAVE a nitrogen problem.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrrreal...The world/oceans have a N&P problem, yet who beneUts from all these disruptions? Got happier things.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are HERDING THE DUTCH, to suit their Agenda 2030 plans. It has all been scripted. The farmers are being driven out of

business is because they want their land for other purposes, it appears a giant land-grab, and has nothing to do with

environmental issues. How can you be so dense? Maybe: "So when they Unish with Africa, they will be coming for you".
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Rrrreal...Wake up, It's been happening here for over 50 yrs for big ag/monsanto/chem...to force dependency and

urbanization...you dense if ya don't smell the hot wok...if ya don't see the cloud of chop suey hangin over DC...or hear all the lies

of mass media. Look at the towns and farms on the Tour de France and then at our 3rd world "richest nation" and tell me these

crooks have not hollowed out America...Love those blue tarps and the dispossessed checking out.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cap'n I enjoy your posts. I read your essay in Lew Rockwell last week. However today I'm not keeping up with your shorthand. Is

N&P Nitrogen and Plastics? Does hot wok refer to vegetarian stir fry? Got happier things, does that mean you're ho hum

bored/done with/sick of it all, thinking only happy thoughts? True, Washington has been selling out our citizens and Monsanto's

more subtle land grab through poisoning has been eviscerating sound farming practices for half a century. But it's glib to give

that equivalency to the in-your-face land grab that's being foisted upon the Dutch farmers. Their problem has become my

problem. I know too many solipsists that are content to just live out their years. This is not about me and the $hit$how I've been

watching for decades already. This is about the future of my grandkids and all grandchildren.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

epi...Nitrogen and phosphorous in super soluble form, over used...Same thing that happened to Netherlands, happened in Sri

Lanka, WEF funded a quick return to organic fertilizers. Monopolies got too big to fail and are. Washington gutted its own for

China/others and we paid in dollars and quality of life. Thinking about what I have no control over is an unhealthy loop.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau’s nitrogen policy will decimate Canadian farming

notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2022/07/11/trudeaus-nitrogen-pol..  Look at the picture, showing 2 WEF members, one is

the PM of The Netherlands: Mark Rutte, the other is Trudeau, both plotting to destroy our freedom. Resist now before it is too late. * * *

 WEF Trying To Hide Their Evil. Look at this WEF webpage that they quickly removed after Sri Lanka PM (also a WEF member) hed the

country realclimatescience.com/.../wef-trying-to-hide-their-evil  their is a link in there to the full removed page;

web.archive.org/web/20220711030637/https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Pete, you will want to listen to Willem Engel's discussion at the beginning of the link gerritje1 posted above. It may also be

available in German on Odysee...dunno.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Hi Rose, I don't need to see that video, because I know all about the subject. These government bureaucrats made up nitrogen

levels are not correct. They are based on false assumptions. A farmer that lives next to the German border said: "On this side of

the border I have to reduce nitrogen, but a few miles further on the other side of the border (in Germany) farmers don't need to

reduce it. The reason is German measures in a difference way and don't see any problem. Other example, at an small Dutch

island in the sea north of Holland they need to reduce nitrogen with 70%.

However no farmers live there, and also no industry. So where does the nitrogen come from? My guess it, with the wind. I saw a

nitrogen map made by a satellite. I noticed that the highest nitrogen levels are not above farmland, but above industrial areas

with seaports, like Rotterdam and Amsterdam, even in the North sea you can see high levels, nobody lives there. So my

conclusion is those high levels are most likely produced by ships. Rotterdam is the biggest harbor of Europe.

Those government plans to reduce nitrogen are made up by bureaucrats with false assumptions and fake problem and with an

hidden WEF agenda. Holland is a very small country, they want to take the farmland to build houses for the 1 million immigrants

that the Rutte (WEF member) let into our country during the time he is PM. That is a lot for us and they destroy our culture,

which is typical WEF tactic to control the world. This is already proven as George Soros (WEF) actively support this with money

in many ways.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, still you do want to listen, as explained by Willem Engle, this is part of Agenda 2030. He also remarked about the placement

of their sensors. Interesting that one Indian-owned? TATA industrial company listed at the top of their nitrogen producers. Sorry,

had a delay, William shows a map of the Agenda 2030 proposed land use, with a ring of small cities enveloping the countryside.

NO FARMS. Damn, not intending to put meat on someone's fork and have them put it in their ear!
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel very sorry for the Dutch farmers trying to make a living and the government is taking that away. In the UK farmers are

being asked to retire and will be given 100,000.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Thanks Rose, but I know all about this, and even more, like farmland was sold to Facebook, to put a very large datacentra,

Government agreed to the deal, but locals protested, so the deal is off. There is also a big datacentra from Microsoft on

farmland, also using so much energy, I wonder how much extra nitrogen it produces. Yes Tatasteel from India is a very big

polluter, not only nitrogen, but chroom that caused cancer around the factory, but government do nothing about it. Also on and

around airports high nitrogen, and a company that made isolation for homes, got in the top 10 of nitrogen, and don't forget cars.

But only farmers are easy targets and they have land that has been in their families for generation. So farmers feel connected to

their farms and in a few weeks it was on the news that at least 3 farmers hanged themselves. So this is very serious.

Government claims nitrogen is because of there dairy cows, but one farmer said: "OK, I sell my cows to you and then I switch to

agriculture, like growing wheat, which is very proUtable at the moment. " But no, only a deal was possible if he sell the land also

to them. So it is not about nitrogen, but about the land. Only Bill Gates is allowed to have much land.
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rrealrose
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Yes, its about your state deciding to re-purpose farm land for a completely different Agenda 2030 living and commuting or work

from home(?) system. That last bit explains on aspect of lock-downs, to prepare many more people to minimize their

commutes. Here's yet another: Future Tech Products That Are About to Change Our World -

za.investing.com/magazine/future-tech-products-that-are-about-to-chang..
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Pete, there are not enough WEF types to protect the castles when the inevitable attacks from multiple directions begin. To the

WEF types, the word inevitable is deUned as, "Impossible to avoid or prevent from happening."

www.technocracy.news/dutch-farmers-combat-the-global-war-on-food/
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Thanks Otis, here is great tip from Dutch farmers for your truckers, get the farmers involved and spray manure on those WEF

guys.  Dutch farmers are amazingly good and professional, dairy farms as well as agriculture. We have only 17.5 million

inhabitants and we are very small country, but we export for over 100 billion euro in agriculture all over the world, which is only

second to the US export being 140 billion, but much larger country with over 20 times inhabitants.
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Hi Pete, its late, but that's what is so crazy - the rest of the EU, the export market for these farmers will all be starving, especially

if Putin fails to restart the pipeline to Germany, the Nord something that went down for serious pump maintenance. Its like

killing a primary income stream AND market to meet some mythical land use agenda. Stupid? crazy? don't know what you call

those thought patterns.
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Prep for food shortages? It's already here! Food prices will continue to rise, until the store shelves are empty. Everything that's going

on now and everything that's coming, revolves around covid! This was all planned decades ago. Covid is nothing but a means to an

end. I can see that "end" clearly. Total societal chaos is imminent! If you don't believe that now...you will; and that day is closer than you

think!
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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The BS never ends! I told everyone this pandemic would be dragged out for eternity! It will be a permanent pandemic so they

can keep the EUA going indeUnitely. This allows them to push their mandates and unproven/untested shots/drugs upon the

naive public.
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Arlen; absolutely! Just wait until the WHO take over! It won't just be the WHO. It will be the WHO, WEF and UN; which I've already

posted - too many times. Amazing, how the truth is so ellusive to the majority of the population.
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Randy, you stated it perfectly. Governance will be provided by the Triple Play worldwide.
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Brian; I see it in the MSM every day...the WHO this, the WHO that. Our "health authorities" are already operating on "guidance"

from the WHO! They will take over Global Healthcare - as planned. I guarantee it! It is amazing that so many people haven't even

heard of the WHO, WEF! If ignorance is bliss; then humanity must be exceedingly happy!
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In New Zealand at least it is possible to cut chemically manufactured nitrogen out by changing the soil chemistry used in managing

farmed soil so that all the nitrogen can be taken from the atmosphere. I'm sure everyone knows there is between 79 to 80 % nitrogen in

the air and a biologically active soil has the capacity to produce all the nitrogen a plant needs to make adequate protein. This helps to

reduce the crude protein going into the animal's digestive system. To us and our domestic animals nitrate and ammonia /ammonium

are toxic. What is needed is protein made up of amino acids. of the 22, 8 or 9 are essential. This can be done without loosing nutritive

value from a farm. What modern Biodynamic practice has to offer also adds value.
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They're attempting to rule as monarchs. And remember, people are cattle to them.
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There are WAYYYY more of us than them in the end and once critical mass hits with people being pissed off the tyrants are

toast as history has always shown
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Some areas 5 miles long. https://youtu.be/C9SjMGoXlJo  Short term sales on meat coming. Then, no more. If you can get a cheap cow

and will need meat, butcher it yourself. You will not likely Und a butcher. This is also where the experience of elderly mentors becomes

invaluable. They may not be able to do all the physical labor, but can be at your elbow to help and advise.  Where will starter calves for

future meat come from if so many farmers are slaughtering? It is not just meat. Weather--drought and hooding--will also decrease

available seed for spring.  Many farmers can no longer afford to farm. Bankruptcy and family farms sold. Destruction of the US food

infrastructure.
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Trudeau targets Canadian farmers... https://youtu.be/OUsb5I-j8c8  I also read in the news that there is a movement underway to

do away with home gardens. We are being told that the soil is "dirty" and contains dangerous bacteria. The assumption we are

supposed to accept is that only big ag and commercial food processing can make food "safe" for us to eat. Thee is an obvious

attempt to make us food-dependent. How long before govt security teams come around to eradicate gardens and slaughter

homegrown livestock? The world has been turned upside down attempting to rotate 180-degrees away from truth. We are told

lies are truth and truth lies.
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Yep. I get it. Almond you are our best source here. Seriously.
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Lee and all... I don't do everything. I don't even want to do everything or know how to do everything. I have my own set of

priorities. As much as possible, I try to keep my life simple. (No, it is not very simple right now.) Maybe a time will come when I

am ready and prepared to make changes and do more. For now, it is more important to do a few simple things well. A person

can also become overloaded with technology and labor. After a long hard day of work, I sometimes take the next day to "crash"

and do lighter jobs, too. I am not getting any younger and this is part of taking care of myself and staying sane. I am storing

fewer tinctures this year.

Not ideal to not have completely fresh, but I have a lot from last year, too. I advise people to at least have various painkillers

(inc. anesthetics and know how to use them) and broad-spectrum anti-microbials. None of this is about prepping. It should be a

way of life and a standard of living. One other thing... observe the land and skies for military movements. You will know in

advance of hearing it on the news when something is happening. It is normal to see military exercises in the spring and

summer... look for something out-of-the-ordinary. Large numbers of military cargo planes all headed in one direction. Large

volumes of military equipment shipped by rail.

If you are truly observant and knowing, you will recognize some unusually large trucks with company names on the side panels

(companies do not exist), with bullet-proof panels on the back doors--and I would assume armed personnel inside to protect the

cargo. At one time, we would recognize a lot of secret service by their ear pieces--don't know if they still do that. Their behavior

and appearance did not coincide with local norms. In ranch country, it was considered rude for men to stare at women, for

example. 2 strangers pretending they did not know each other, but looking suspiciously like they did. Fancy luggage, short hair,

no farmer tans.
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-continued- A short story that really happened... 6 men stopping at the rural gas station all wearing identical earrings. All the

trucks gassed up at once. Fast engines for older trucks. When the military travels on roads with special equipment, there may

be cars and pick up trucks surrounding the big rig to protect it. We noticed this one hot summer day when we tried to fall into

the shade behind a big semi. Drivers were not expecting this and were obviously frustrated trying to edge us out. Every time we

approached a ramp, one of the vehicles would pull alongside the truck to block any possible access by a vehicle entering from

the ramp. Drivers were constantly staring at us and in communication with each other.

We Ugured out they were carrying missile warheads overland at that time. You can imagine the scene. No air conditioning in our

old truck, so we had the windows open. I had my bare feet up on the dashboard and my battered cowboy hat pulled down over

my eyes. (Back when you could wear a hat in a big truck with headspace.) Saw a truck with the hood up ahead of us on the side

of the road. As soon as they saw the big truck in the distance, they put the hood down, threw the tools in the truck, jumped in

and rotated in where another driver pulled out. Shift change. Had quite a burnout sense of humor at the time.

Were thinking we should call the local sheriff and tell them we thought there might be a drug shipment coming thru the county

in a big truck--then sit on an overpass and watch the local sheriff and posse try to pull them over. Anyway, when I got home, I

found a pay phone and called the number on the side of the truck. Someone at a military base answered. I said, "Y'all got a truck

abandoned out by my property? This was the phone number I saw on the truck..." They were extremely agitated and started

shouting, "Who is this..." We were just funning around. Strangers and things that are out-of-place are very obvious in rural

communities
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Lies are truth and truth are lies. Sounds like a book I once read.
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believe me, keep us educated on you experiences and stories. Please!
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BREAKING: Inhation reached 9.1% in June — a new four-decade high. "MUCH hotter than expected"  RNC Research. It is going to get

much worse. Be prepared. Do what you can while you can. There are no perfect solutions for self-suLciency, but the more you do, the

better off you will be. There are still diLcult times ahead for a long while.  Hope the world will eventually return to sanity. if not, it could

get very ugly--and very fast.
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Almond, if the same products used in the early 80s to calculate inhation were used today we would be around 18% and not the

phony 9.1%.
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Land grabs have been part of the ruling elite since forever. The feudal system was created by the barons grabbing the land off the

farmers. The Scottish enclosure movement in the eighteen hundreds forced Scottish crofters off their land and they could only

immigrate. The Europeans took Native lands. The Communist governments (China and the USSR) kicked the peasants off their land

and forced them into collectives. The cattle ranchers wanted to drive the dirt farmers off their land etc. This is only a partial list as this

has been going on since people started farming. The good news is that the ruling class doesn't always win. I have a feeling that this

attempt won't work either.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You overlooked what happened in the US’s own backyard when we annihilated the indigenous natives off of their land, for what!

Karma!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 10:17:56 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moony77 Yes, we have all been sinned against. If I told you the story of my life, you would probably not believe it since I seem

so well-adjusted now. And furthermore, I did not kick any native Americans off their land. The sins of two centuries ago do not

apply to me since it clearly states in the Good Book, "A man will not die for the sins of his father, neither will the father die for

the sins of his sons."  There are two types of people, the ones who blame themselves and the others who blame the "system."

 Maybe I should blame you for the man killing several kids and burying them in his basement?  Gotta blame somebody, I guess.
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4sisterstsl
Joined On 9/8/2010 10:28:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so tired of them blaming "climate change" on cattle. But no mention of all those chem planes dumping their unused toxic

chemicals all over the sky in every part of the world . You don't think that toxic *** harms our enviroment?! But farmers are a easy

target and not the hithy rich corporations owning all those chemical plants.
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rel6213
Joined On 10/3/2021 1:06:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe if they stopped feeding cows reprocessed dead animals, including other cow parts, & let them eat GRASS like they're supposed

to, they'd not release excess nitrogen. And maybe, MAYBE, people are eating WAY WAY WAY too much meat. We're designed to eat

mostly plants ALSO.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is a debate that has been going on for decades. Both sides have valid points, but most people here believe you eat what

makes you feel your best...a salad or a steak...it's your choice...for now.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Back in the seventies, no one was eating meat three times a day until industrial agriculture became the norm and put

McDonalds on every street corner in the USA and world. It’s not one or the other but balance we thrive on.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moony, where I lived everyone ate meat for lunch and dinner before industrial farming existed. The farmers always ate meat for

breakfast, too.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rel6213, How much is WAY, WAY, WAY too much and who determines that amount? Anyone you can completely trust with your

health and life?
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rel6213, Yes, please deUne equivocally what way, way, way too much is. Is it quantiUable in your mind? If it is please let me

know. Like grams per serum amount quantiUable? Also take into account professional athletes. Please quantify that. You are

embarrassing yourself in this blog. I guess you want to feel like you have the moral high ground and you don't even know what

you are talking about.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nitrogen is the new carbon dioxide. The general recognition that carbon dioxide is the inevitable byproduct of human and animal

metabolism and essential for photosynthesis, without which life on Earth would be impossible, plus the now-irrefutable proof that

"global warming" is not occurring and the "greenouse effect" and "hockey stick" are frauds is making it impossible to justify

depopulation, feudalism, slavery and genocide with that chemical. Now they will crack down on the most abundant constituent of the

atmosphere and the central component of agriculture and nutrition. The globalists and the lunatics will not stop until almost all of us

are dead and the rest are eating bugs.
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capoprimo
Joined On 3/23/2021 6:02:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They don't want you to know, but our Submariners live in an athmosphere of 3000 parts per million of CO2; would you believe

that they come back from an extended under water tour of some 90 days or more just as healthy as when they left. CO2 is not a

problem the Save the Earth activists are the problem!
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All through history,the rich controled trhe common folk,untill they took too much of every day needs.Then, there started a guerrilla

attack on the[pigs],untill some form of balance come about...remember "Let them eat cake" Justice will eventually Annihilate,those

with no mercy.....
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not allowed to eat the king's deer... only rabbits?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 6:06:53 AM
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

incrementally being cooked to death by global elitists in a pot of lies and deceptions. Holland is leading on killing cattle. US is leading

on killing babies (a sad title to own) with a racially biased abortion industry and has abandoned science in environmental policy and

many health matters. China is leading as a prison/police state with social reward system. Australia is fairly well down the road with

disarmament and inhumane health lockdowns. All this is done in the name of "health and environment", but nothing could be further

from the truth. Save the cows. Save the people. Ditch the Order of Deceipt. Live for God and the Freedom that He (not political powers)

gave you.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may be interested to know that Bill Gates is the biggest Farm Landowner in America, and that equates to how much CO2 and

global warming? He is a big two face phony, talking out of both sides of his mouth.
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SmallerGovNow
Joined On 7/13/2022 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CO2 is plant food. The whole notion that CO2 is a threat to the planet is laughable. 6CO2 + 6H2O + SUNLIGHT ---> C6H12O6 +

6O2 CO2 plus WATER plus SUNLIGHT yields PLANT GROWTH (cellulose) and OXYGEN.  Photosynthesis, biology 101, the only

science you need to know.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smaller, CO2 is another climate activist tool for brainwashing. When teachers talk about CO2, it's always about greenhouse

gasses. They rarely mention the fact that it is PLANT FOOD! Not only that, we currently have about 400ppm atmospheric CO2

concentrations. Plants thrive at 800ppm and up! The growth rate and food production rate falls off dramatically under 600ppm.

We are at 400ppm and these idiots want to lower it!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates owns a good part of Iowa. He is planning on "sequestering" CO2. See how plants will get along with a deUcit of that! He is

a eugenics freak.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

he is also securing value by using falling dollars to buy undervalued land which will maintain its value. and yes, he is trying to

make you eat the gmo soyburgers he grows on it. soil is a valuable resource! and yes, co2 is not only NOT harmful at these low

levels, but is a beneUcial restorative gas... we need more of it to further enhance de-desertiUcation.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prepare for a massive resistance to the stupidities these wef maniacs and their cohorts looking for massive proUts are trying to

implement!!!! They will fail miserably. We need to, and will, support our farmers...not the factory farmers, but those who farm on a

smaller scale and more traditionally...no matter where they are in the world, we need to buy directly from them if we can...We will have

to work hard to overcome the idiocies these so called elites want to implement, but we are many and can make light work of it if we

strive together.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you truly want to support cattle farmers, learn to butcher your own beef. Kill it, skin it and gut it. Often a farmer (or his older

sons) may be willing to help, even if for a fee. Otherwise, you may not have a truck/trailer or be able to walk a cow down the lane

to your property. The reason I say this is because most butchers are booked up far out. They are telling their favorite farmer

customers what day they scheduled to butcher their beef and expect the farmers to have their animals fattened up and ready for

slaughter. There will still be farmers with beef cattle for sale--or, maybe you can get one at an auction while prices are low if you

know what you are buying and from whom.

However, meat on the hoof is not the same as meat in the freezer. You will have an advantage if you can do your own

butchering. Besides, it is a good skill to know. Never discard organ meats, either. I have quarts of canned and sliced liver ready

to add a few ingredients to and reheat. I have canned beef bourguignon made from heart (delicious!). I have canned venison

burger, stew meat and Ush (both smoked and plain)... much better than tuna sandwiches. Put up what you can. I shred zucchini

and freeze it under the juices in pint containers because that is the amount many of my recipes call for. You can also wring it dry

after thawing for zucchini fritters made with eggs.

I will be putting up more zucchini relish, one of our favorite recipes. I canned some baby carrots already. I was lucky to be able

to can pie cherries. There has not been much to harvest, yet, to can for winter. I will put up more condiments this year since I

expect fewer imported spices and we will not be buying or making more mayonnaise. I will also can our catsup. I am starting to

pick domestic berries and wild berries will soon follow. Berries can be preserved as jams/jellies, wine, berry vinegar, chutneys

(Asian plum sauce!), juice, etc. Be frugal and not wasteful. Use what you have.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

P.S. If you want to buy a beef animal at an auction and know what you are buying, Urst make plans to get it delivered if you do

not have the means to do so yourself. This may be as easy as asking a friend or neighbor for help. (Barter time and labor.) Or

ask any of the farmers delivering cattle to the auction if they are heading home in your direction and would drop off the animal

for a few extra dollars. Ask before you bid. I may make a sexist remark, but gutting and skinning a big animal as big as a

full-grown bull moose is hard work--usually men's work. I have lived in areas with a great sense of chivalry where women were

never allowed to do this kind of work.

When hunting with cowboys, they would make fast work of skinning and gutting an elk. There is still plenty of work to go around

with butchering and many hands are helpful. It is diLcult for one person to do everything by themself. Get yourself a detailed

meat chart and decide how you want to cut your meat up. 1/4 animal is enough to start on if you have never butchered before.

Otherwise, you need some very mature and hard-working children to help. Also, good meat saws, knives, cutting boards and

meat tubs.

If you call ahead, you may be able to Und a country butcher who will grind your scrap meat at the end of the day for burger or

sausage-making. We would buy a meat grinder, but have been able to rely on a friend--although we bought a sturdy sausage

stuffer. I very much prefer to butcher game meat. I will try to never again butcher hogs. What I like best is the end product--the

home-cured hams, smoked bacon and sausages. I don't even mind making lard. I just do not like handling the fat slippery meat

and all the mess.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM
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The food shortage will be a WEST thing, most likely not experienced in Europe. Also, be aware of the EU and world putting on an

elaborate show meant to make Americans think that they, the EU, is experiencing the same situation. Reality is that Governments

everywhere are participating in elaborate street theater, giving the US it's Armageddon scenario.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Ecuador there are no food shortages, nor baby formula, nor sanitary products, nor anything except the 1% are using the same

agenda to increase fuel, electricity, water and services prices, and reduce health care. The price of gasoline in Venezuela is 8

cents a gallon, Libya 11 cents, Iran 20 cents, Syria $1.08, Ecuador $2.55 regular, $4.77 super, $2.20 diesel. All those

governments own the oil from ground to pump. Everyone I talk to knows the prices are high in USA but do not know the prices in

Venezuela. www.globalpetrolprices.com/gasoline_prices  The banksters are exerting the control. The HOUR Assange was

illegally, he has Ecuadorian citizenship, kicked out of the embassy, the IMF released a $4.5 billion loan to Ecuador.

Among the austerity requirements was kicking out the many Cuban doctors and reducing social services including education &

medical. Moreno, the president at the time, now lives in Paraguay that has no extradition treaty. It has become a criminal refuge.

The Bush family purchased 300,000 acres in 2006, 2 years after Pinochet was detained in Spain on crimes against humanity

charges. That is more land than all 5 buroughs of NYC. It is over the Guarani Aquifer, the largest fresh water reservoir on the

planet. It underlies much of Uruguay & Paraguay & parts of Argentina & Brazil.
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The farmers & now many others realize the banksters are after the land & control of the food system. The banksters can create

almost inUnite amounts of money digitally. True wealth lies in land, labor & resources: not digitally created. The banksters want

to own & control the true wealth. The war in Ukraine is Russia protecting itself from the banksters that took over Ukraine. I do

not condone even if I understand. The food shortage that is blamed on the war is controlled. The grain was taken to the ports

through an extensive road & rail system that was used to evacuate many & could be used to export food.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 11:04:55 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh yeah? Well, the EFSA (European Food Safety Authority) just put mealworms on the list of marketable, high protein foods for

human consumption. And the last I knew: the Netherlands were European. And, since when is Europe not in the West....lol? Is Sri

Lanka elaborate street theater like January 6th? Looked like the real thing to me.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 1:27:56 PM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to see Schwab, Bill Gates, Biden, Obama, Soros and a few others eat an ice cream cone full of bugs

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 8:04:27 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RIght here in the USA, two farmers told me that "The government is trying to squeeze the farmers" out of business. That was two years

ago. I say, let those who want us all to eat smashed mosquito pie, be the very Urst to volunteer! This is abuse, and over the top. Some

people are begging to be permanently imprisoned.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 6:03:45 AM
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Herding bugs is diLcult.  They have a tendency to escape.  Once free in the environment they like to breed.  Soon there will be an

uncontrollable pandemic of bugs that will destroy everything. Additionally they poop a lot too.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 5:55:43 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

grulla and all... I am hardly a biblical scholar. Isn't there something in Revelations about times of famine when man is confronted

with beasts and pestilence (inc. bugs)? I am also considering getting one of those vacuum-sealers for use with canning jars.

They are not so expensive. There are some items they might be esp. useful for. People who have experience may wish to

comment on favorite brands, how well they work and what they use them for. One thing that comes to mind is emptying my

freezer of nuts and raisins. Wondering whether we will even get a nut crop this year?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 12:31:04 PM
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At any time, it is estimated that there are some 10 quintillion (10,000,000,000,000,000,000) individual insects alive on planet

Earth. In the United States, the number of described species is approximately 91,000. The undescribed species of insects in the

United States, however, is estimated at some 73,000. Head them up, move them out, rolling, rolling, rolling, keep them critters

moving, bughide!! Almond, I believe it is Revelations 18.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 1:25:08 PM
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time for some free-range chickens.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/14/2022 5:53:59 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone with a grade school education should understand the value of having animals on the land--esp. vertically integrated farming.

The lemmings may be on the march, but my freezers and canning jars are Ulled with venison and Ush. I am not planning to eat bugs.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 5:55:11 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen to Almond. She has the prep thing under her hat. I can't even hold a candle to her, and I thought I was a master prepper!

Right now I have been online trying to Und artesian wells . . . There was one in a nearby suburb. I used to go to it when I was

young and Ull as many empty milk cartons as I had. The water was absolutely fantastic! But so many are now being capped off

under the guise of "it's bad, untrustworthy water." Hmmmmmmm.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 9:35:46 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Almond", and "jNj" et al, and from the other day's manual vacuum pump food sealer discussion. "...but my freezers and canning

jars are Ulled with venison and Ush." You all may be interested in this TV ad that I stumbled across just this very morning, for an

improved, versatile, hexible, and reasonably priced food sealer, that can use either an economical roll of their own food bags, or

certain other food bags including that of some food and bag producers. Usually the bags that were sold in the past by the

vacuum sealer mfgs. were captive items that the food sealer companies made big proUts on, (much like the computer printers

being cheaper than the ink cartridges). Anyway, give a look at the 3.5 min. video on the Duo Nutri Sealer's website, very

interesting. https://powerxlduo.com/   ~~~ ALSO: vacuumsealerzone.com/can-vacuum-sealer-use-any-bag

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 11:11:28 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

grulla and all... We use the food sealer vacuum bags. For those who cannot afford something like this, I will mention that,

previously, we would freeze seafood under water in blocks of ice--either in freezer bags or containers. I would set bags on a

cookie sheet (leakage) until frozen and then place them in bins in the freezer. It does take up a lot of freezer space, though.

Another method that will last about 6 weeks--for preserving Ush--is to pickle them and keep chunks refrigerated and submerged

under brine. They are delicious this way! We will often have pickled Ush and some sort of salad for lunch when we have pickled

Ush. Bean and pea salads if you need something more Ulling.

And some kind of grain product and/or fruit. I don't have everything Ugured out. I have never seen crop failures and losses like

this year. Mostly due to weather. That is only compounded by labor and supply chain problems for the average consumer. I Und I

need to be more resourceful than ever. Even Mother Nature took a hit with wild foods, but the forests and waters will still hold

abundance. Critters ravaging gardens. There will be things we do without. (Might as well get used to that, accept it and move

on.) We will not go hungry and will still eat well, but I will work extra hard. I need to remember to trust in the Lord.

He always provides and we adapt to what is available each year. This year, we will need to do more wild-harvesting. If we have

game meat, wild mushrooms, garlic/shallots, a few herbs, homemade wine and just about any kind of vegetable, my neighbor

reminds me that it is not diLcult to live on Venison Bourguignon. ; - ) I have also been stockpiling some gourmet foods that

have been on sale. Many come in sealed packaging. One lucky Und was almond hour baking mixes. There are also some

high-quality foreign products for those who can read labels not in English. People are afraid to try products they are unfamiliar

with. Try one and if you like it, buy more.
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badboy2
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So, ugh, what's for dinner Almond? No bugs!,? I must have the wrong house.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 1:29:09 PM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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BTW, in regard to prepping, we get around 10 eggs a day and my wanna be chef daughter just discovered liming as a way to

preserve eggs for months if not years. As soon as August rolls around, she is coming out to teach me how to do it. When the

chickens stop laying in around October (when the light drops below 14 hours a day), we will have wonderful, farm fresh eggs all

through late fall, winter and early spring. Eaten with breakfast sausage fried in fresh home made maple syrup:):):) Can you tell I

like to eat good food??? Caramelization, bring it on!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 1:37:50 PM
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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"Lee1959", "BTW, in regard to prepping, we get around 10 eggs a day and my wanna be chef daughter just discovered liming as a

way to preserve eggs for months if not years. As soon as August rolls around, she is coming out to teach me how to do it"

Thanks for mentioning that. My late wife and I used to raise and incubate eggers back in the 90s, and I had never heard of this

lime water preservative process. I see there are websites that explain it, here is one of many:

www.cacklehatchery.com/how-to-store-eggs-in-lime-water

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/14/2022 5:48:25 AM
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Joined On 1/22/2022 5:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

reason.com/2012/03/12/the-short-people-solution-to-climate-cha/  \ www.bbc.com/.../world-europe-48718908  They have bunch of

"solutions" for the "climate change" experiment. Hope we will have the same to rid of these so called scientists.
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Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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Today, I had a ribeye steak for lunch, another for dinner and I also had some on the weekend. Though I'm very much into preparedness

to thrive in the harsh times to come and outlive those who voted for their own demise and the destruction of my EXCEPTIONAL United

States of America, I treat myself to these Une cuts of beef even at higher prices while I can because it will soon be only memories of

how good we had it. Though seemingly priced high, prices are actually depressed due to so many ranchers either choosing to get out

of the business or being forced out of business and anticipating worse from the government bent on destruction of oil production,

fertilizer, ranching, agriculture, transportation and more for their nefarious agenda of Luciferian global governance.

I also will take time to enjoy the beauty of our State and National Parks in what will become later known as the good times when travel

is safe from desperate, starving bandits around every curve and at every chokepoint. I use this opportunity to improve my

preparedness skills of Ushing which will be my future protein source. I also am enjoying extreme off-roading skills development with

my fuel guzzling high performance vehicle that wins off-road rallies while a gallon of fuel is still considerably less than a gold coin

(dollars won't buy anything in the future).

In the near future, I'll solve both the travel danger from Zombies and having an abundance of Ushing with my preparedness style of

sea-based mobility by sailboat opens up two hundred twenty thousand miles of coastline and inland navigable waterways with tested

and proven transportation that has worked for thousands of years and has no fuel dependence. It allows moving out of harm's way

including fallout plumes and seeking opportunity where it can be found and establishment of multiple strongholds of freedom for

good people. Besides, Zombies can't swim.
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Continued: Besides, Zombies can't swim! To the single young ladies, perhaps the healthily living daughters of the commenting

regulars here, I'm very well prepared to provide for and protect our future family and give our future children great advantages

including apparently genetic advantages as superpowers is the best description of my health and Utness. I passed up the usual

youthful years commonly used for starting a family by believing lies of overpopulation. But we are seeing that world populations

will sharply decline with all forms of genocides many of which are often disguised as benevolent. It is a blessing from our

Creator that I continue to have youthfulness still, so I will start a family when the rare special one for me Unds me.
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SmallerGovNow
Joined On 7/13/2022 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Noah? Is that you?
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

that was a great self-advertisement. i might let you date my daughter. -fellow river rat.
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geri315
Joined On 12/21/2021 3:52:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't hold your breath waiting for her.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 6:44:28 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You will need to Und that rare, special one since you are such a rare, special one yourself.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your attitude is great. By our cabin you would not believe the manliness of the young men there. Hubby and I were talking to

one, he is about 18 or so. He was saying, "Yeah, my cousin and I got bored so we took up forging, then my best buddy we got

sort of bored so we decided to learn how to tan. Oh yeah, my brother and I got bored so we took up restoring cell phones." My

jaw dropped. This is what an 18 year old does in the rural midwest? I asked him, "So how many girls are chasing you?" He

replied, "None, absolutely not one." Believe me if I were 18 again I would be letting him know that I was interested! Not only that,

but the kid looks like an actor. He better not marry a lib!

Also, BTW, I have a like minded daughter who is of marriageable age! My two other daughters found great conservative young

men, excellent providers and protectors. And that is saying something considering we live in one of the most liberal states in

the U.S. (BTW it is NOT California.) God bless you in your search for a great lady, but watch out! Women can be manipulative. (I

know, I am one:):):)
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Ronald_H
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SmallerGovNow: "Noah? Is that you?" There are similarities: "But as the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son

of man be."  Though we certainly have our numerous abominations to our Creator such as a claimed right to murder babies, as

have the Nephilim, genetics of man worldwide has been corrupted this time by evil men with their biological warfare against the

world population under insidious guise of "gain of function" and their so called "vaccines." I could write a book on the miracles

and protections from our Creator in my life.
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Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

geri315: "Don't hold your breath waiting for her." I similarly observe that at preparedness expositions and political events, I look

out at a sea of mostly gray hair with the younger generations notably absent. It doesn't make sense considering their huge buy

into such foolishness as "the world is going to end in twelve years" often combined with "so we have to colonize Mars!" It would

seem, given the diLculty of that, they would have some effort to prevent and prepare. To your point, granted the statistical

improbability in these good times, but, in the harsh times to come, the most sought after qualities will be the ability to live which

will be the ability to provide and protect. Still, even with that conUdence, I seek the rare one who sees that now and shares the

same goals not only to work together in preparedness, but to enjoy these good times with travel and adventure and to know she

is sincere and the attraction is not faking it for just the means to survive.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 2:04:45 PM
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Martha Rosenberg
Joined On 2/20/2020 9:26:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A meat shortage is not a "food" shortage and the right to eat meat is not more important than the environment

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 11:29:18 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The right to eat meat has nothing to do with the environment! It is a right. Period.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 12:49:24 PM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guarantee that if you took all forms of protein out of your life, you would be dead within 6 mos. Don't forget, beans scream

when they are pulled up, so don't forget about their rights. Do you really want an up close and personal schooling about meat

eating? If your mind is open, read Joe Salatin's book, "Folks, This Ain't Normal." Many a vegetarian or vegan has been turned

around after reading it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 12:50:40 PM
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just the other day, LinkedIn was trumpeting a news story from the Netherlands about making work-from-home a "right" and the

commenters were practically giddy about it. Not one had a clue about the issue with the farmers. None. It is the height of irony that we

live in a so-called information age yet people choose to be grossly uninformed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 7:00:19 AM
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First off, not buying for a Minute that Fraudxi contacted Convid, got the jab-o-death (the day after the alleged jab he pointed to the

opposite arm and said it hurt LOL!), or took this bogus drug. And what’s with the statement saying that the “asymptomatic ones that

took this drug can be spreaders?” I thought we established waaaay back at the beginning that it is the assumption of junk science.

Also, how can cobra, krait, or cone snail venom mutate is the question I want answered here.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 8:20:23 PM
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itsjustbob
Joined On 7/13/2022 4:39:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How curious that the nitrogen issue brings the need to abate natural fertilizer at the same time as they are shutting down plants that

synthetically produce fertilizers, under the BOGUS claim that natural gas prices are too high. Strangely, when natural gas prices were

nearly twice as much in 2007, no such shut-down occurred. Also contradicting this narrative is the fact that natural gas is being used

as freely as usual in other production facilities. The plant where I work easily uses as much natural gas as a fertilizer synthesis plant.

In short, their story stinks of bull$hit!  Just understand that we are being conned by a bunch of lame-brained liars. They can't even

make up a decent cover story. Their lies are obvious, when you check the facts.
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wwdwgs
Joined On 8/5/2018 7:33:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't one look deeper into this situation? The cows are fed with feed... man-made feed. Aren't the cows better off grazing on pastures?

Did anyone "calculated" "cows' emission", if the food is natural to the cows - grass, grass and more grass? How much "pollutants" can

the cows produce, when they are fed with natural-to-them diet? Holland's "fat cats" should have named this "new law" as something

line "another way to screw you up and Une you more and more" law. Why don't they create another "cows" problem, by feeding them

petroleum-based feed with harsh chemicals and, then, blaming cows to excreting hazardous waste? Ah? Be creative!
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brightlight4
Joined On 4/23/2009 8:43:04 AM
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Since when did cows eat protein??!!! I always saw cows out in the Uelds eating grass when I was a child and never saw them being fed

anything else.... So why do they need protein nowadays??!!
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simple solution. "THEY" want to implement the green agenda? Eliminate "THEY"and will be no agenda to eliminate.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listening to Billy boy Gates talk about population control, it is not surprising to know that he was raised by his father, who just so

happens to have been head of Planned Parenthood. Talk at the dinner table must have really been something. (bill) guess what dad, I

thought of new ways to depopulate the planet., and I tore the wings off of a butterhy, and ate a grasshopper. That nice son. If you Unish

all of your fake meat, we will have Twinkies for dessert.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never to fear: the worms of the EFSA (European Food Safety Authority) have approved mealworms for quality high protein human

consumption....and Riyadh is building Alnama: 100% renewable energy 100% water recycling Smart self suLcient city Car-free city

37km dedicated running & cycling tracks 7.5km dedicated equestrian track Ecotourism, medical tourism & edutainment Autism village

& rehabilitation centre State-of-the art education zero-waste city Productive landscape  Guess they're expecting lots of autism, & hey,

mealworms eat your poop & cadavers, you eat the mealworms. Just makes you feel all warm & wormy....fuzzy's are out.
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TruthST8up
Joined On 12/26/2020 6:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And what is CHINA doing to lower such emissions and use less toxic chemicals...?
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Torturing and killing the Ugers?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They do what they want...no one holds them accountable. Just a lot of huff and puff blather of how bad China is. Bottom line is

they get away with it and have for how long now?
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM
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Soylent Green anyone??
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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Yes, when Charleton Heston died (of Soylent Green fame), I put his pic up on our wall and did a poster that said, "Goodnight,

sweet prince." My favorite actor of all time. And truly unashamedly manly.
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It's peeeeooooplllle!!!
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bsvarty
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best bet is to go to mercola.com. It may ask for your email address & then gives you access to his latest articles. I have subscribed for

over a decade but as of this year reliable delivery is nonexistent. I would like to think maybe a ghost in the machine ... but I believe we

all know better.
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stephenjwroutlook.com
Joined On 7/13/2022 6:56:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The easiest way to reduce herd numbers - cloven hoof animals - is to introduce "by accident ha, ha!" Foot and Mouth disease. This I

believe is being orchestrated right now. It is bloody terrifying how Schwab and Soros along with the rest of the Davos group, Bill Gates

especially, are bringing the Great Reset to fruition.
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snowcat007
Joined On 11/12/2019 4:50:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is for Zion, I belong to the PETA group, “People Eating Tasty Animals!” Now back to my med rare ribeye.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I also belong to the correct PETA and even have the t shirt.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the better part of a generation and perhaps longer, kids have gone through school being scared to death that the planet is dying

and that human behavior is the reason why. When people are marinated in that sort of thinking all through school, it's small wonder

that they believe it as gospel long before reaching adulthood. And here we are. The people advocating electric cars are totally clueless

about the mining needed for the materials and of the child labor that is inherent to that mining. They are clueless about how much coal

is required for the steel needed to make wind turbines or how solar panels are built. And the same folks who profess a deep abiding

love for animals are essentially willing to cull herds of cattle by huge numbers, not to mention pigs and chickens. What is happening in

Sri Lanka, or even this mess with Dutch farmers, is lost on them. They're too distracted by the latest Tik Tok video to notice how what

they believe they support threatens the quality of life they take for granted.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These EV batteries aren’t made to be recycled.YET!  Tesla has yet to produce a proUt! What happens when the $15,000/average

EV battery no longer works and isn’t capable of being recycled!  No one gives a sh#t about how destructive the mining of lithium

is to the aquifers and how deforestation is happening in order to mine!  The hypocrisy is gut wrenching to say the least but

worst of all and most disgusting is the WILLFUL IGNORANCE in the name of worshipping their technocratic Gods!  God help us!
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thomas Edison invented the environmentally friendly nickel iron (NIFE) battery over 100 years ago, where the nickel cathode

and the iron anode never wear out. Rather it is the potash liquid electrolyte that wears out and can be replaced every so many

(7?) years. The Henry Ford Museum and the Jay Leno car collection both have 100 Y.O.+ Baker electric autos with their original

NIFE batteries in good working order. www.nickel-iron-battery.com
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The calm before the storm.... www.bitchute.com/.../0klZbXRsWFYI  You may want to this listen to Max Igan. 61.5% of traLc on the

internet is BOCs !!!  ie.... wait for it.......BOTS.. How do you feel about having a conversation with the inamimate abject called a BOT???
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better than a conversation with myself, i suppose.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Leahoz, I watched this the latest from Max Igan yesterday, thank you. The most enduring message is they're coming after our

kids so get them out of the indoctrination centers, aka "schools" because the cabal takes the long view, thinking in terms of not

years but generations. I also like that all along Max has been calling out both Trump and Putin saying that neither is entirely

divorced from the WEF.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Its half past 2022 with 2.5 years left of the puppet in the WH. The 2030 agenda train is in its infancy. I don't think people truly

understand we are no where near the bottom yet. The question is and always has been...what are you prepared to do about IT?

Reading these articles each day about something we knew was coming years ago does what exactly other than perhaps reach new

readers here or elsewhere that had their heads buried in the sand.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Its well underway, here's a link: za.investing.com/magazine/future-tech-products-that-are-about-to-chang..  - pick your choices?
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Right RR...the train has left the station and well underway.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those interested souls, our current world is one large - "connect the dots" endeavor.  A little off topic - from an article by Michael

Hudson.  "But running the population, industry and even governments into debt to an oligarchic elite is precisely what has occurred in

the West, which is now trying to impose the modern variant of this debt-based economic regime  U.S.-centered neoliberal Unance

capitalism  on the entire world. That is what today’s New Cold War is all about."   The End of Western Civilization  Why It Lacks

Resilience, and What Will Take Its Place    thesaker.is/michael-hudson-the-end-of-western-civilization-why-it-lack..
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM
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bfr, I'm appreciating the context-setting links you send. And I like the idea of a "connect the dots" world. That's just it. For me the

thread of a "larger consciousness" narrative is central as the dot connector. We're part of an immeasurably vast intelligence. Of

course there's a political and an economic aspect, and many others, but they're all under the one higher consciousness that

we're part of. God if you like, however you conceive of him.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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imaginal110 - you are a great "dot-connector" and well stated.  One of my favorites - Joseph Tussman on the importance of

aligning with general principles. " What the pupil must learn, if he learns anything at all, is that the world will do most of the work

for you, provided you cooperate with it by identifying how it really works and aligning with those realities. If we do not let the

world teach us, it teaches us a lesson.”
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Danmo43
Joined On 11/29/2021 12:39:32 PM
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Natasha is LYING!!
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM
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Weren't cows supposed to eat grass and ruminate? I am lost a bit here
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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Factory farming creates Frankenfood; hence the disaster with these giant lot feeders. Support small sustainable farms that care

for their animals.
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Joined On 7/10/2022 4:48:35 AM
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Dr M. Where can I get methylene blue?
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Joined On 1/19/2021 7:57:37 AM
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On Amazon.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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World 11 Minutes of Unvarnished Truth The Most Blistering Assessment of the USA Ever Aired on Radio World NewsDesk 13 July

2022 Hits: 14160 As most Americans remain blissfully unaware that nuclear war is likely just weeks away, The Hal Turner Radio Show

aired the most blistering assessment of the situation ever spoken on radio. It is eleven minutes of absolute radio gold. Truth for the

ages. “The USA has become a woke cesspool of 3rd world slums, meth/herion junkies, rabid feminists, and neutered femboys. Am I

really supposed to care if 90% of it is annihilated in a nuclear Ure?

But, people say, but “muh freedums . . . mercia, f*ck yeah!” Well, that place has been dead a long time. Maybe it’s time its rotting

carcass be put on a funeral pyre.” There’s more . . . much more. Here is the most ferocious, brutally honest, political/social/cultural

assessment ever spoken on radio: htrs-special.s3.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/Hal-Turner-Radio-Show-11-Minut..  | space |

halturnerradioshow.com/.../en

news-page/world/11-minutes-of-unvarnished-truth-the-most-blistering-assessment-of-the-usa-ever-aired-on-radio  | space |

halturnerradioshow.com/.../en
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Nuclear weapons will never be used. They only exist as a force to show power and might, frighten the people, keep them under

control and teach them to hate other countries as their enemy. More division. There are no countries, only corporations. All

these leaders are on the same side under the table. It is all theater and everyone falls for it. Fear, pride and patriotism always

works.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Brian... you had me at "never".
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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well...Rat meat has been.consumed for thousands of years by billions of people.....Now a Cane Rat can get pretty big weigh in at up 7

kg (15 pounds for u yanks)...and are grass eaters..... swamps etc.... MMMM >>>> www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5341521   <<<>>

Cambodia exports up to 2 tonnes of wild rats to ..........hahahaha IDK but I wonder how many BigMax they can get out of one farmed

cane rat??? maybe 40-50.....Hummm ProUtable!!!!! ya know setting up a Big barn and a few hectors of fenced in 'Grazing Pasture' for

say 10,000 Cane Rats....could be proUtable  ..........and they breed like .....well like Rats ...so 10,000 over a year//ya could get 100,000

rats.....Hummmmm  God Call up Gates.......he could be King of Da Rats :)
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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MMMMMMM a McRat n hies....n a coke.....$7.50.....extra catsup for them Crispy Fly's .....   Oh Course QUESTION : What do ya

call a Fly with no wings? ......a Walk .........
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mrrobb
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Green Agenda << more the same garbage In USA there were herds of buffalo for centuries....this nitrogen and carbon are all

bullsh!t....and the million that eat that up are just as STUPID as the Mask wearers and Da Roll up Sleeves IDIOTS. Yes there really is a

"Sucker born every Minute' , Now every 2 seconds, .....yeah there really is TOO many people on earth...We should start Mass

ELIMINATION NOW !!!  Starting with Billie Gates and his Hag..(s) and EVERY member of every government on earth...Queens Kings and

the rest..using a Guillotine .lope off heads...no questions...heads rolling ....no need for any trials or juries...anyone employed with ANY

Government...BANG...NEXT!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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geri315
Joined On 12/21/2021 3:52:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A less than useless dirt bag like you should be the Urst one to be eliminated. The world would then be a much better place.
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Oh , My Geri315.....time of month? PMS (PettyMeanStreak).....Ohhhhhh "We are Soooorrrryyy!!!!!!" .....LOL>>DC
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din8817
Joined On 8/29/2019 5:36:46 AM
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If we could isolate the fact of reducing, and much better, abolish animal consumption, I think that would be great, mainly ethically.

Cruelty against animals is not fair at all, besides, humans can get protein from many other sources not to mention the negative effect

of the toxicity of consuming animals, either organic or not. But the great reset is not about being fair and ethical towards the animals!

So I agree with the rest of the article.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can have your bugs! I'll stick with my burgers and steaks!! God made these animals to eat! NOT for everyone to become a

vegen!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consuming animals is toxic? Go ahead and tell God that He made junk.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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So cutting down trees to grow produce is OK? I prefer hunting and Ushing for my meats. I do purchase seafood like salmon and

shrimp because I don't live near a coastline. Most of my property(s) is(are) heavily wooded. I feel as passionate about trees as

you do animals. However, trees live longer lives than humans or animals and they were here on this planet long before we were.

So which one has more rights for occupation of the planet? To cut a tree to grow a potato is heartbreaking to say the least. I

rather kill a squirrel or raccoon that's in the tree and eat it.

The wild deer and hogs that feed on the acorns are REALLY GOOD! I burn off at least 10 of my 20 acres every Jan. That's when

it's dry on top, but wet on the bottom and you get a slow, less intense, burn. Also, my land faces the south and I have a 1/4 mile

of highway frontage I use as a barrier to stop a getaway Ure. The wind blows out of the north in Jan to create a safe burning

condition. The acorns that would normally spoil due to the wet conditions get ROASTED for the deer, squirrel, and hogs to feast

on. They LOVE IT! I only hunt during winter months so this works out good for a late winter kill.

I’ll have enough meat to get me through to next fall. I realize this isn’t an option for most people. I planned it this way. I had a

vision. A Vegetarian diet that relies on someone else to grow is a setup for failure. It not only isn’t natural, it’s unhealthy and it

consumes a TON of resources! Water and Fertilizer are required for most crops to survive. Then you have pesticides and

herbicides that the commercial crops require that are TOXIC. So your approach to eating destroys the planet. My approach to

eating embraces the planet.
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freightrain
Joined On 7/1/2017 5:46:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

all the meat i eat is from local or farmers. I do buy from one farm in Roanoke Indianna called 7 sons. Everything is pasture

raised grass fed which is the way it used to be. I buy no meat in the supermarkets. Also, i eat a lot more vegetables than meat

which i also buy from natural farmers. If everyone farmed this way, it would be no problem for everybody.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Feedlots are a nightmare, I will give you that. But raising pigs at our home was a great experience. If you don't butcher them at 6

months or so, they will die anyway. Our pigs, Lady and Penny, had a great life. I used to wrestle with them barefoot in their pen.

Yeah, it was hard to get a cattle prod and shock them into the truck, and then picking up the meat and eating "Lady" at supper.
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But one bite of that savory, delicious, organic meat we got over our tears and did it again:):):) But the next time we did not name

them!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 10:13:46 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"jNj", " Most of my property(s) is(are) heavily wooded." And hopefully that should be a great advantage, as we have read so much

about biodynamic, regenerative, and NO-till farming/gardening. Couple all that together with growing veggies in the (partial)

shade, and you may well have a win-win situation. www.littleyellowwheelbarrow.com/vegetables-that-grow-in-shade

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 11:26:27 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's really a sign of the times how men are holding the truth in unrighteousness so that their foolish hearts are darkened &

professing wisdom they become fools, given over as they worship and serve the creature more than the Creator who is blessed

forever! Good ag & animal husbandry doesn't demand cruelty. That comes of sloth & greed & magical thinking. Unnatural

practices, & I'm not talking about cutting down & replanting trees & non-human renewable resources, or other good food &

oxygen-producing herbs & fruit producing after their kind as designed with neither soul nor spirit. All of that's s dumbed down

dialectic manipulation & devilish slander, fake either/or choices with both of them false.

Part of the great reset idolatrous humanist sorcery is creating division all over the place & in every cultivated groupie bunch

...and they're sure accomplishing that! @Jim1959....we didn't name our steers after Beaudeen either :-)...and we quit attempting

to ride them, too. That hurt, & no matter how hard we wished, they just didn't turn into horses or unicorns or whatever else

children imagine before they become men & put aside childish things. (Speaking of which: God's unicorns are HARDLY the airy

fairy things they're made out to be today: no more than all his male & mighty angels suddenly become female pornster

promoters & necromancer specials!

Elasmotherium, the Giant Rhinoceros or Giant Siberian Unicorn was probably the earthly object lesson on that angelic beast....&

they can keep their MYSTERY & their Latin. Plainspeak is very good, thank you very much & it's shocking to see people fall for

that old nicolaitan & Babylonian hierarchical sorcery game again, in the name of science falsely so-called. They're just going

back to their evil phallic/feminine preoccupations & full of themselves & their self-righteousness: and God's about had enough

of that.)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 1:20:56 PM
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm waiting for this to happen. It will be the end of animal suffering and slaughter. The Creator created animals as companions to

humans. NOT as a source of food. Food for humans is NOT MEAT, but everything that grows in the ground and off the ground -

Vegetables, Fruits, Grains, Seeds, Nuts. THAT is IT. I'm waiting to see when these death camps for animals will disappear. Meat is a

dead matter and as such it is The Source of all diseases, of all viruses.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 12:33:23 AM
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Zinovius...so.., we don't eat meat or/we eat meat...vegetarian vs omnivore. How interesting.  R U a TROLL.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 12:40:42 AM
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tell me again the story of Cain and Able, and the Creator choose what?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 12:44:14 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zinovius,  I love animals too!! They’re delicious!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 2:10:00 AM
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Linda N
Joined On 1/23/2007 1:50:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sorry but vegetables, fruits, grains, seeds, and nuts are not the sum total of "IT". Your list of plant-only foods is deUcient in

B12 unless you take a supplement, and pretty low in available zinc among other problems. You also forgot to mention beans

without which said diet would be missing some key amino acids. And what about people who cannot eat nuts, seeds, or beans,

or grains. I am one of these. Due to genetic defects I cannot eat any nuts, seeds, or beans, and have become intolerant of cereal

grains as well. Fruit and Insects would also be out for reasons I will not go into here.. Your list also fails to take into account

geographical areas that cannot produce many of these foods.

The idea that meat is the source of all diseases is preposterous. Meat can be a part of a varied healthy diet. Everything on this

plane of existence eats and is eaten. and when you die, the microbes in the soil will eat you as well. Fake processed GMO

nutrient -deUcient vegan burgers are unhealthy garbage, and what are they going to feed those insects they intend for us to eat

in those insect farms? Nutrient-devoid sugar? These maniacs never took even a basic nutrition course their entire lives, and

don't know what the bleep they are talking about.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 3:57:35 AM
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminds me of one of my favorite tshirt slogans, seen at an agricultural harvest celebration some years ago: "There's room for

all of God's creatures, right next to my mashed potatoes."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 4:44:06 AM
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Salads are what food eats.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 4:45:26 AM
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i am fully supportive of your choice to eat plant-based diets, and will continue to be so... unless you oppose my option for

humane meat consumption. methane- another natural gas that is breathed by the earth (speciUcally consumed by

methanotrophic bacteria and generated by methanogens).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 6:05:07 AM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been vegetarian for 40 odd plus years, its up to the individual. I'm 76, I was brought up on a farm. The animals were well

cared for. Its a choice to eat meat or not. I won't eat bugs either.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 6:12:09 AM
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TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Creator has spoken clearly and explicitly in the New Testament regarding our freedom to eat all kinds of meat with a clear

conscience. And if God himself even gave instructions for providing meat to the Old Testament Jewish priesthood, then

obviously God is a fan of meat consumption. And His authority trumps human authority all day every day. I’ll trust His Word.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 6:30:59 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zonovius, you have obviously not read your Owners Manual. Since they are such good companions, please go hug a cow and a

bull.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 7:04:10 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your just another brainwashed victim of the public schools and their "meat and climate shaming". By declaring you agree with

this ideology, you acknowledge that you are an activist. For what it's worth, you can't get your needed DHA and EPA omega-3's

on a plant based diet. You have to eat fatty meats like salmon, pork, and beef. Eggs are also a good source. Like someone else

already mentioned, zinc deUciency is another concern. Hopefully you eat eggs or do you have some bizarre reason for shaming

anyone who eats eggs also? You're really naive if you think that by never eating meat again that animals won't suffer. They call it

survival of the Uttest for a reason. Every day is a struggle for survival. Ending its life is putting it out of misery.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 8:28:39 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Arlen mentioned, the long chain fatty acid DHA is essential. When you are deUcient of this key (essential) fatty acid you

suffer brain damage. Of course, that's what your government and public schools want. They want cognitive impaired sheeple

that buy into their failed ideologies. You do know a cat will die without DHA? Cheap cat food is supplemented with DHA. Real

cat food usually contains Ush or something similar to avoid this problem. Even Bees suffer mental retardation when they are

deprived of the long chain fatty acid DHA: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26644556  Certain pollens contain more DHA than others.

Here's a prime example of what a DHA deUcient diet causes:

www.cbc.ca/news/entertainment/christina-applegate-multiple-sclerosis-1..  Christina Applegate was recently diagnosed with

MS. She is a strict VEGITARIAN!

DHA is crucial in the structure of the nervous system. The outer sheath of the nerve breaks down when you don't have enough

DHA in the diet and the end result is dementia, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, multiple sclerosis (MS), Alzheimer's, and

peripheral nerve disorder, just to name a few. This is a quote straight out of NIH/PubMed: "DHA is incorporated into membrane

phospholipids as structural component, especially in the central nervous system where it also has important functional effects."

Here's a link to that article: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6520996  When you deprive yourself from this mostly animal-based

fatty acid and replace it with man-made fats and oils even more damage is done.

These weaker plant based fatty acids and fats will make weaker bonds and cellular walls that will break under stress. This

eventually leads to things like cardiovascular diseases and cancers. Last but not least is Macular Degeneration. This is another

side effect of plant based diets. www.naturaleyecare.com/blog/dha-shown-prevent-age-related-macular-dege..  Best food for

eyes is SALMON

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 9:21:05 AM
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perfect Adam and Eve were created to live on vegetation (Genesis 2). Genesis 9:3,4 God gives Noah instructions that every sort

of animal may serve as food for man as well as the vegetation, at which time (Genesis 9:2) he said that animals will have a fear

of man that they evidently didn’t have before but now needed in self-defense. Likely God knew that in our now imperfect state

we need animal protein to reasonably sustain ourselves and so I’m not going to second guess our Creator.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 9:56:22 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zinovious. I would be far more concerned with the WWII concentration camps and the death camps in China. Do you care about

people at all? Your empathy is not well directed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 10:28:15 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No. It will be called the Beast System,& the tyrannical spirit behind it forcing conformity will be embodied w/ most of the world

receiving him as 'Messiah', the ecumenical christ:ye shall be as gods. In the beginning God gave every herb bearing seed& every

tree yielding seed,except for the tree of the knowledge of good& evil: which was the entirety of the Law in those days, the

Schoolmaster showing men their sin. Genesis 1:28 & Galatians. The Flood of Noe came because all hesh in which was the

breath of life had corrupted itself,w/ an angelic beast component to that corruption:Genesis 6 KJB/AV.

After the Flood,God put the fear of man into the beasts of the earth,& also put them on the menu. Gen 9 KJB/AV. Things are bad

now,but that coming time will be worse than anything this wicked old world has ever seen,or ever will see: which is saying

something. That old fallen cherub wants you to forget that men created in the image of God have body, soul& spirit w/

conscientious choice& potential redemption; while beasts are more like biological machines,having body/hesh& spirit only

which the Lord stewards& regathers according to his will.

Rather like the cherubs,the living chariots whose spirit is in the wheels. 2 Kings 2; Ezekiel 1-10& Psalm 68:17, Matthew 26:53

KJB/AV. Beasts are not accountable to him. Men& the angelic beasts, are. The beastly cherub's,(Lucifer become Satan)

judgment is past: Hell was created for him& his fallen angelic rebels before the creation week,& men only go there due to the

temptation of sin that old 1st fallen, self-corrupted one brought here, tempting our 1st parents to trust his slander& doubt,

rather than God.

Jesus died for sinners. God's provision& care for animal spirit is different& good,& a righteous man regardeth the life of his

beast (Prov 12:10 KJB/AV) w/o pretending or imagining that that beast is an equal rather than a dependent& provision of God

for his purposes in his order. Read carefully Genesis 1 & Matthew 25:41 KJB/AV

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 12:40:46 PM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you serious? Try having an unneutered bull or ram as a companion. You would be dead in 5 minutes! You are truly a fool if

you believe all God's creatures are meant to be your companions. If you want to risk you health by taking meat out of your diet,

Une. I don't care if you shoot broken glass into your veins. Your choice. Mine? No clot shot and eat meat all the live long day.

Especially breakfast sausages with my daughter's father-in-law whose main hobby is maple syruping. GREAT stuff. I get all the

free natural maple syrup I want in exchange for my farm fresh, free range eggs.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 12:59:31 PM
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus on occasion would consume lamb and of course, Ush. Humanely raised and feed lot raised are two separate issues. NO

ONE here approves of treating animals as horrendously as they are treated in many commercial farming situations. Viruses only

enter our bodies and harm through injections (man made vaccines full of animal's DNA) or transfusions. Our bodies are FULL of

our own viruses each and every day as without this cleansing solvent of debris, we would perish.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 1:05:18 PM
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wwdwgs
Joined On 8/5/2018 7:33:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some of the ancient "religions" claim that a cow is a holy creature. Its meat cannot be eaten by humans. It's a greatest "sin" to

eat a cow's hesh/blood. The only allowable thing to consume, it cow's milk and its products (yogurt, butter, ghee, cobbled milk

etc). If cow's (and I assume bulls) meat is consumed, there are 6 people, who are responsible for this sin and will bear its

consequences: cow's owner, whoever brought cow to slaughterhouse, whoever agreed to kill it, a butcher, a cook and a person

who eats it. True or not? meat is dead matter....Animals eat meat either "when its still kicking" or right after a kill, except for

some species. Meat product for our consumption is usually not fresh and usually cooked. Some say that our bodies need

proteins. Plant-based proteins are also available for us - beans and such. One US diplomat to Germany once said that "meat

eaters" tend to be aggressive, vegetarians - more calm.
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zabm47
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Why I get a one title on the inbox and then when I open it it is a differenc article. This happen a lot. Just today i had the following: On

Inbox: Vaccinated driving the reinfections. When you click on i you get: Nederland Farmers on Strike. Does this happen to Others?
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Battersea
Joined On 11/1/2013 4:20:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@zabm47: If the articles are on completely different topics as you just described (e.g. Covid vaccination vs Nederland farmers

striking) it may be that you are clicking on an article that has expired, so the link will instead open one of Dr. Mercola's newly

posted articles. Due to death threats and other harassment, Dr. Mercola had to remove his archive of articles and now only

posts new articles for 48 hours on this website. (But if you want to read it later, you can download a PDF of the article, and links

and/or transcripts of embedded videos.) After 48 hours they go into a private archive on his Substack. You can access those

and his entire archive for only $5.00 per month. But he cannot leave this information up for free as he always used to do. That is

likely why you are clicking on links and then Unding a different article with a different topic.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 2:25:02 AM
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wildgoose0
Joined On 8/3/2020 5:40:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've had that happen before. Maybe it's after the two days Mercola is allowed? Try on his Substack account.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 2:40:48 AM
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Gerritje1
Joined On 5/4/2021 6:16:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, articles are up for 48 hours. After that you automatically get the next one. But sometimes the newsletter comes in too late.

Why that is happening I don't know.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 5:17:03 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the love of God, ITS BEEN THIS WAY FOR 2 YEARS! What planet have you been on? Seriously, these can't be real accounts.

Are you a AI BOT?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 8:32:11 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. After three days the article disappears, so if you don't read them in a timely fashion it defaults to the latest article.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 10:30:06 AM
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jpi108
Joined On 6/12/2009 11:41:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's wrong with eating insects? Why disparage a healthy and sustainable alternative by exploiting ignorant prejudices?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 6:03:52 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can eat my allotment of insects and the perpetrators can eat my lead.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 7:01:47 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Hel5896
Joined On 1/19/2021 7:57:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Insects for you then, bison, lamb, and salmon for me. To each according to their needs. Also, my body, my choice. That you Bill

Gates?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 7:03:20 AM
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I was on Naked and Afraid, I might eat insects but I'm not so a good snake or alligator will do.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 8:15:35 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah right.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 8:34:04 AM
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh yeah...nothing like the crunch of chocolate covered grasshoppers....yum!...eeww

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/13/2022 9:00:09 AM
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jpi108 How do you know it’s sustainable’ because the greenies said so.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I dont suppose it will be much different what meat is eaten. Some cultures already eat grubs etc. Some cultures eat guinea pigs

and rats. Some cultures eat wild game. Others eat dogs or cats. The west mostly eat domestic animals. In some cultures cows

are sacred and other religious groups abstain from eating any meat. So right or wrong are comparative values depending on

culture and upbringing and various other factors. Personal choice is for everyone. I'm still not eating insects or bugs though.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Insects have been in out food for years. Cochineal is derived from the scale insect. A food colouring. Its in pink cakes and other

foods that needs colouring. Even in lipsticks. Chocolate has an allowable amount of unwanted insects in it. The FDA allowed all

these percentages of unavoidable insects in food.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Momac. I love how people from India uphold cows as sacred and splash themselves with the cow's urine. Very uplifting and

sanitary. My daughter's physician father-in-law wholeheartedly recommends the practice pre-surgery. And don't forget, no

handwashing after said urine splashing.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Save the bugs and insects for the free range chickens. :-)
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